FRIDAY FOLLIES!
September 14, 2007
Hey!
I did it! I updated my
website - at least started
to! There is still much
to do, but I have posted
new photos (over 300)
in every room (or rather
galleries) of the “Come
on Over” section of
my website. Many of
you may even ﬁnd your
own faces there! Many
captions are written, but
still some to go. It was
actually mind-blowing
to post so many photos
from the past year... you
never realize how much
goes on until you do
something like that. Makes me feel pretty good inside. I also added a new room - The Living Room - which contains photos
(no captions yet) of the Pre-wedding, Rehearsal, Wedding, and Reception. The photographer took so many that it took me a
while to sort out the ones for the web. He did a spectacular job! Anyway, be sure to check out all of the new photos in - well
- actually in EVERY room of the photo gallery! http://judiwithani.com/Gallery/
Next, I wanted to tell you that rather than do the Follies this week, I made two new movies that will be posted this weekend.
One is the Wedding and one is the Reception. Unlike the one that is posted now which is actually a movie made FOR the
recption, these two are of the actual EVENT. I tried my hand at a new movie program and loved it. I was able to put the movies together very quickly (plus having great, quality photos helped), but I could not ﬁgure out the music and did not want to
spend a lot of time learning right now. So, when you watch them, just ignore the music when it loops over and over. I did not
even attempt to fade it out or in. Was afraid I would negate the entire eﬀort! Ha!
Go to: http://www.judiwithani.com/movies.php later this weekend and view them. It really was a beautiful wedding, and
the reception was HILARIOUS! I think you will enjoy the movies and the new photos in the gallery. Next I will “freshen up”
the main page with some new images and add some new recipes to the recipe page. Maybe even a cookbook or two! All takes
time!
Love to all of you. It has been a very interesting 8-10 weeks, to say the least! Thanks for hanging in there with me! Life is
grand. Always - without exception - a new adventure... Remember to pray for our men and women overseas–Whoo Hoo!
Some of them may be coming home soon!
Much love attached, y’all!
Remember I have a “clean joke list” and an “oﬀ-color joke list.” If I have you on the wrong one, PLEASE let me know. Also
there are many of you who like to be on both lists so you can forward the appropriate jokes to your own “clean” and “oﬀ
color” lists, so let me know if that is the case.
Take care and “Grow in Peace and Wisdom . . .”
Your Friday Friend,
Judi

